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Inspired by the exquisite handicraft of Kashmiri paper mâché, this collection is 
based on an imaginative Kashmiri folklore. It is a marriage of Kashmiri silhouettes 
reinterpreted and reconstructed in two toned hand-woven cotton, with subtle color 
blocking and a spread of floral paper mâché elements in white. 

An ode to Kashmir and a treasure trove of tales, this collection is inspired by the nature;  
reflected in the color palette and the paper mâché elements applied as embroidery with 
woolen thread. The collection’s sophisticated looks are built on refined simplicity of this art 
form. The combination of cultural and modern influences is layered and romantic which 
make this collection timeless and opulent. Entitled ‘Ocean of Stories’, this collection narrates 
the intricacies of the craft of paper mâché, woven and embroidered onto the garments 
creating a breathtaking fantasy.

Ocean of Stories



Knotted dress





Trench with welt pockets
Pants with three pleats





Volume sleeves shirt 
Pants with cuffs







Jacket with asymmetric welt pockets
Pants with piping detail





High low hem trench





Boat neck top
Midi skirt







High low hem shirt 
Pants with three pleats





Open jacket
Pants with double pleats





Two way top
Triangular yoke pants









Seamless pocket shirt 
Pants with extended knife 
pleat





Volume sleeves shirt
Triangular yoke pants





Dress with belt







Jacket with color block pockets  
Pants with extended knife pleat





High low hem shirt  
Pants with piping detail







Cuban collar shirt
Pants with double pleats





Trench with side pockets





Shirt with cropped collar
Pants with extended knife 
pleat  





Anushé Pirani - motivated by the challenge to question conformist idea of clothing that 
can often feel a little predictable, created her contemporary namesake label in 2016. 
Born and raised in Mumbai, Anushé graduated in Fashion Merchandising & Retail 
Management from B.D. Somani Institute of Art & Fashion Technology  in 2012.

Nurturing and exploring the relationship between art, design and fashion with 
confident ease the label’s versatile approach translates successfully to both men’s 
and women’s wear effortlessly combining function with flair. The brand explores 
artistic intricacy with an unorthodox approach to silhouettes delivering versatile 
wearable clothing and redefining beauty. 

Produced in Mumbai, India the clothes are ethically created showcasing the finest 
craftsmanship and materials.
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